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ABSTRACT
_--_---~
	
'
Palladium was de p osited inside a controlled-vacuum specimen
'
chamber of a transmission electron microsco pe (TEM) onto
freshl y
 pp e p ared NO and K-alumina substrate surfaces. An-
nmaIinm and various effects of oas e:r'0sure of the Particu-
late Pd deposits were studied in-situ by hish-resolution
TEM and electron diffraction. Whereas substrate tem p era-
tures of 500 C or annealins of room-temperature (QT) do p o-
sits to 500 C were needed to obtain e p itax y on sapphire,
RT-de p osits on MsO were perfectl y ep itaxial. For Pd/MsO a
lattice ewp ansion of 2-4% was noted; the hi6hest values of
ex p ansion (com pared to the bulk Pd lattice p arameter) were	 ^
found for the smallest Particles. The lattice ex p ansion of
small Pd Particles on alumina substrates was less than 12.
Lons-time RT ex p osu p e of Pd/MsO in o vacuum of 10 	 milli-	 |
ba p (major residual sas com ponents were water and CO) y iel-
ded some mobilit y
 and coalescence events, but notabl y fewer
than for Pd on sa pphire. Ex posure to laborator y air or	 r
^
o: ysen sreatl y enhanced the p article mobilit y and coales-
cmnce and also resulted in the flattenins of Pd Particles
on MsO sobstrates ^
	Electron-boom irradiation further en-
hanced this effect. Ex p osure to laborator y air for several	 !
'
tens of hours of Pd/MoO led to strons coalescence with a 1/
tendency
 of minimization of the p article surface areas by
/	 |p romotins 3-dimensional Pd rarticle habit formation.	 The	 l
observations were ex p lained in terms of strons metal/ sop -
p ort interactions of Pd/MsO.
	
The results also indicate
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that small de p osited metal particles ma y wndarso appreci-
able chanses when e#p osed to air at RT, such as is common
Practice in mw-situ TEM inYestisations of. particulate dep o-
sits.
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Prosress of modern catal y sis research has' s purred e renewed
interest in small- p article researo
'
^ The determination of
the cr ystal structure and habit p lanes of nmnometer-size
Particles has
	 mostly been
	 reserved	 to various
	
TEM
a pproaches, In the vast majorit y
 of all such work
re ported, the particles were p re pared (i) outside the
vacuum s y stem in which they
 were sVbseouentl y
 investiaateds,
and (ii) often many
 hours or da y s before the TEM studies
actuall y
 started, and little if env attention has been
directed -to the influence that this treatment of the
de posit prior to the TEM studies misht have had on the
results *
 In the present work we have em p lo yed the in-situ
TEM technioue, where the de positions and subseouent TEM
anal y sis are Performed in the TEM under controlled vacuum
conditions <l>, for the stud y
 of this effect°
.
^
As important as controlled vacuum conditions -- achieved in
our in-situ a pp roach b y rep lacins the resu1ar TEM specimen
^
chamber with a uhv-com patible advanced custom chamber that
is differentiall y
 pumped -- is the availabilit y of clears
substrates for such work. Sinsle or y stal thin, electron
trans parent films of MsO (2,3) and sa pphire (4-6) can be
Produced b y in-situ electron-beam flash heatins of
chemicall y pre-thinned MsO disks and amor phous alumina
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films, r es p ectivel y , Since the cleanliness of these two
types of substrates has been well documentadv and since MaO
and alumina are substrates of interest in^cataIysis -~ the
former beins re presentative of str
`
na, the latter of weak
metal/substrate interaction -- we have chosen MsO and
alumina as substrates for this work.
With an in-situ TEM facility that eIlouo o perati pn under
controlled vacuum conditions at hish imase resolution we
have studied the nucleation and earl y srowth of Pd from the
va por phase, the respective ep itaxy and pseudo-morphism,
and the exp osu p es to voPioos oases of p alladium on MsO and
alumina substrate surfaces at various temperatwres^
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EXPERIMENTAL
------------
Palladium was evaporated from	 an electron-beam heated
source installed in a custom stainlesk steel epecimen
,
chamber fitted to a Siemens E1miskpp
 1U1 transmission
electron
	 microscope	 (TEM)	 converted	 for	 in-situ
ex perimentat1on (6) ^
	The evaporation rate and deposit
thickness were monitored with a ooartz cr y stal micro-
.	
.balance. A rate of 3-.10 /31U	 atoms/om2 /sec Was maintained
*
	
	
for all dep ositions. The maximum moerase 'de posit thickness
was L8 nm, if unit y
 stickino Probabilit y
 on the ouartz
cr y stal 1s assumed.
	
The chamber, evacuated with a helium
_ ^
crwo p om p , was at a pressure in the mid iO millibar
ranae (I millibar = 0°75 torr) before and after the
deositions ^
 The ohamber pressure increased by
 approximately
one order of mamnitudw 6orinm the depositions.
In order to minimize the influence of the imaains electron
beam, its intensit y was mainta-/ned below 0 ^ 1 A/cm 2 ' and thew
total beam ex p o y ore of the s pecimen areas of interest was
^^«	 minimized (to below a few tens of A sec/cm- -- 1 Aseo/cm =
6242 electrons/nm > by performins all routine TEM imase
adjustments at s pecimen resions outside those of interest,
exce pt for those exp eriments where s pecimen irradiation
damase itself was the object of the investisation°
/
The alumina'sobstrates were prepared b y anodic oxidation at
45 V of 0 ^ 025 mm thick aluminum foil and b y
 subseoueot
-	 -^
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dissolution of the unoxidized a]uminum in a aatu p ated HsCl2
solution^	 The reawltins
	
mpppoximately 100	 rim	 thick '
	 !
^	 ^`
.	
amorphows a1umina films were washed in distilled water y	a
^	 .
'	 transferred to a s pecimen srid, and mounted in the spepimen
.	 .	 \
'	 stase of the TEM ^ C1ean, sins1e cr y stal sapphire substrate
t°	
areas
	 of	 various	 orientations	 were .o6tained	 byr/
electron-beam flash heatins immediatel y	priop to	 the
^ deposition (5 ° 67>
	
^,	 ^
v	 Mas roes iwm-oxide substrates were p rep ared from 0.5 mm thick
.	 MsO disks of 3 mm diameter b y ohemioal pre-thinnina with
,	
.
`
°	 hot, concentrated	 Phosphoric	 acid in a dual-jet TEM
`	 U
^S p ecimen thinnins a pparatus until a h0 le fcrmed iD the
'	 y^^
	 center of the disk ^	The p re-thinned s pec1*en was then
.washed carefull y in methanol and inserted in the hot stase^	 ^
`	 of the TEM °	Clean, electron —trans p arent areas of MsO in	 ^ |
^	 J1003 and CI I ij orientation were obtained b y electron- beam
`	 flash heatins immediatel y pri pr to besinnina the deposition 	 ^ `
^
'	
<2^
m	 The
	 imental conditions for the pre p aration of clean
^ substrate areas b y
 electron-hean, flash heatins were the
'	 same for both t ypes of sp ecimens and were essentia11y^
^
	
	 ]inde pendent of the substrate tem p erature# ex posVre of a
^	 .
selected s pecimen area (near the edse of the hole in the
	 |^
case of MsO) with m beam of a pp roximatel y
 1S micron^* in
	
|
'	 !i
	
	
/diameter at
.
 2-8 A/cm2 intensit y
 foror a fraction of a second,!	 '
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^^
resoloted b y p osains with the final condenser Ions throumh
focosv Produced	 the remulred sinsle crweto1
	 specimen^
resions (3,50) "
	The p re paration of clean, electron-
trans parent specimen areas bu flash ^atina
	 could be
,
re peated	 several	 times	 for	 subseouent	 deposition
/
ex p eriments *
	The hiah momentar y
 temp e p atu p e oonditions
associated	 with	 this	 teohniooe
	
cause an y 6mpositsv
inolu6ina previous Palladium islands and hydrocarbon
contaminants, should the y be present, to eva porate (65
thus 1eauins clean substrate surfaces reoardless of the
de position histor y of the sample.
The de positions on MOO surfaces were performed at room
tem perature (RT) or at slisht1 y
 elevated tem p erature, The
substrate tem peratures for dep ositions on alumina varied
between RT and 700 C. In order to be able to Quickl y reach
the tem p erature eouilibrium necessar y for hish-resolution
microsco py , the work on alumina substrates was done with a
direct-sr1d heater hot stose (6,85 whereas the MsO disks
had to he mounted in a more conventional, indirectl y heated
hot stase ^ The srid~heater stase had the added advantase
of maintainins the TEM manufacturer- recommended vertical
(z-} position of the s-moimen in the objective lens, thus
o peratins under o ptimum focal lensth and lens aberration
conditions. The vacuum seal between the custom
deposition/s p ecimen chamber and the TEM objective lens
'
reooired	 the	 specimen	 position	 to	 be	 raised	 by
-9-
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approximately 1 mm in
	
the case of the conventionmlt
indirectl y
 heated hot staoe.
	
Howover° we found that the
sacrifice in imaae resolution doe to this increase in "
.e
	
^
s pherical and chromatic aberration constants was hardly
noticeable. He were able to clearl y imase Palladium
clusters below 1 nm in diameter with both t ypes of staoos^
/	 A	 typical	 experimental	 semuence	 consisted	 of	 (a)
.	 .
Pre p aration of a clean, sins1e cr ystal sp ecimen area, (b)
^
'
* evaporation of p alladium (usuall y with the imasi0s electron
beam off), and (c) the sene p ation of a defocus series of
^	 .
'	 hish resolution TEM imases and of a few selected-area
' diffraction (SAD)	 Patterns*
	 Step <o) was	 sometimes
'
^
»
re p eated after Various time intervals of uhv annealins" or
^	 .
.' after admittins cases (ox y sen or hy 6rosen at low pressures,	 |
t yp icall y for several hundrod Lansmuirs) or laborator y
 air
(at atmospheric Pressure),
U
'
	 u	 In a few cases, a s p ecimen was transferred to a hish-
^^
reso1ution Hitachi H-500H TEM for extended- p eriod	 air
ex posure and selected-zone dark field (SZDF) work (9)^
^	 U
The resultina electron microorm p hs were evaluated in terms
of pa1ladivN island number densit y , surface coverase, and	 l
size distribution with a Zeiss Videomat imase analwzer.	 ^^	 |
|
^	 ^^	 '
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RESULTS	 ORIGINAL PA2L-^ L'*
~~~~~-~~	 OF POORQUALI-0f
1 " PALLADIUM ON SAPPHIRE
5p itaNu and Gas ExpoyUpea
	
^
,
«
°
De positions at room tem perature wielded ver y
 small mrysta1e
at ver y hish number dmnsit y r ooite ramdAmIH oriented (only
ewhibitino a ver y
 slioht taAtwre)x as 1s shown in the
mivrosra ph and the diffraction pattern of Fis, 1 for the
case of a nominal U ^ G nm thick de posit ^	Raisins the
substrate temperature to 600 C Produced much 1arsep,
e p itaxia1l y oriented Particles Mis ^ 2). Prapticollu the
same result in terms of aVeraae particle size, number
deps1t y v and ep itay iel orientation can be obtained by short
duration annealino of an RT-de pusit, as is shown in Fin-3b,
where the s p ecimen of Fis ^ 3a with a 0 ° 2 nm RT~6ePosit was
-^heated for 3 min at 500 C at a total pp essore of 2w10
millibar, Fis ^ 3c and d mive an exam p le of the effect of
subseouent exposure to ox ysen and h ydrosen (each for 10 min
at Ix10 -A, millibar and 200 CK res p ectivel y . Whereas a
sisnificaDt number of cluster mobilit y and coalescence
events	 has taPen Place	 6urins	 the oxysen annealina
(Fis.3c), further ohanses durins subseoueDt hwdroaen
annealins were not noted (Fis~3d). The letter is expected
sice h y drosen desorbs from Pd at tem peratores as low as 100
C.	 The . chanses do p ins owysen annealins include also
^	 .
structural rearransements, evidinced in an increase of Pd
_9 -
^
^	 ^^'	
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^	 ^
200 ari d a atranG deQromoe of N 111 diffraction intonnitie0
^~
jr, Fir,, 3c°
,
'
 .
Lattice Eupension
,^
.
-------------------
^
^ MeasUroments	 of	 the	 lattice p ar^metmr	 of	 the	 palladium
^| uVersrowthv	 uGlns	 the	 a1omina	 reflections	 a g	internal/ 	 ,
standard,	 Htelded a	 value	 abowt	 0.75%	 laruer	 than bulk
^`
^ ll di	 H	 h	 t	 dif^1	 l^pa	 a	 uN °	oweve7, ^u^	 measurements	 are	 ^u	 andv
miaht	 at	 times	 be	 doubtful	 if	 the	 substrate	 is	 not
p erfectl y	Planar	 within the selected	 area °	For ammmp1e,
the	 bendins of	 the	 alumina	 substrate	 in Fla+	 J	 c0used
a pp arent	 ohanses	 of	 the	 d-spacinsm	 of	 the	 resppctive
alum ina p Ianes b y as much as	 17,	 thus invo1idatinc; the	 use
^
of	 theme	 diffraction	 patterns	 as	 reliable	 stondards^
However,	 the	 diffr act ion	 p attern	 of	 Fis ^ % shows	 m	 1pN
dearee	 of	 such	 djstortionp^	 the	 ^,6Pve value of 0 ^ 757.	 was	 |
"
averased from this and similar diffraction Patterns.
u
^ With a	 somewhat lesser dwsree of confidence
	 we	 determined
that	 the	 lattioe	 Parameter	 of	 the
	
P0lIadium
	
i S,lands
ewpanded to a
	 -total of
	
about	 2%	 (+-1%)	 or-on annea1ins
	 in /
ox y sen at	 200
	
C,	 such
	
as done
	 between
	
Fiss,	 3b and Do^	 ^
^
'	 |Further annea1ins in huurosen (Fis °
	36) d1d not	 affect the
y
lattice Parameter of the Pd island deposit^
- 10 -
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 PALLADIUM ON MaO
Noo1eation and E p itoxy	|
As known from our previous
	 work,	 the MsO substrate
Pre paration method b y
 electron-beam flash heatino produces
t wo types of substrate orientations, 11DU^ and ^111^^	 ^	 ^	 -^ ^	 ^
Since C^00J surfaces were Produced much more frequently,
'
and since there were no indications that the ma jor results
were dependent on the orientation of the substrate surfacer 
wy are re portina here mostl y results obtained on ^^O0^ MsO,
	
7.^ ^~	 ^
A seouenoe of imases of t yp ical RT-de posits of U*]r 0^6,
1 ° 2, and ( ^ 8 nm nominal thickness on 11003 MsO is shown in
F1m.4 ° The number densit y of the Palladium islands, the
area coverame, and the averase Particle size are p lotted in
Fiss ^ 5-7 ^ Whereas the determination of area cove p aaes with
an iNas g anal yzer Norkins on the p rinci p le of eras level
discrimination is ouite reliable, the measurement of mean xJ
p art1cle sizes or size distributions can be muite ambisuoos 	 ^
'	 |
for small particles, since the eras-level contrast of such
Particles de p ends stronsl y on the TEM focus condition and
on backsround intensit y variations,	 We have, therefore,
^
^
= ~ ~~° ^= ^~~ _
	
^ ^~	 ^=' . 	 - .	 . ~
relied on a calculation rather than a measurement of the
mean Particle diameter (Dm) ^
 If 9 is the measured area
ooverase ( 0< E0 <1 )v if N is the measured Particle number
.Per om 2 r and if we assume circular Particle Pro jections and
hemis pherical Particle sha pes, we set
/0 , N^^
and therefore
^	 `
^
^
I
^^	 7	 /^/at ^^16)/ ^^ ^/V ^ /2
(2)
A typ ical deposition - annealina seouenoe (a11 at RT) is
Presented in Fia ^ 8V showina in (a) the as-'cleaved' MsO
so6Strnte, in W the 0,3 nm Pd de posit shortl y after
de position, and in (c) the same de posit after 21 hours
annea1ins ^ Careful examination of the fisore indicates
that some coalescence events and mobilit y events (one
exam p le each 1s shown in the circle and the maoare,
res p ectivel y ) occurred under these RT hlsh vacuum (2x10
millibar) annea1ins conditions. The effect of hish vacuum,
low- tem p erature annealins decreases with increased averase
de posit thickness " For twice the de p osit thickness, much
' fewer coalescence events were Sound, and practicall y no
annealins effect was noted for a 1.2 nm deposit as shown in
Fis,9^
'
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Lattice Wans1on
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Whereas de posits of Palladium on sa pphire substrates
	 showed
clear Pd diffraction
	 intensities
	 in SAD	 patterns even for
thin	 deposits	 (e ^ s ^ ,	 Fis ^	2 which
	 re p resents
	
a	 0 ^ 2	 nm
°
de posit),	 the detection of diffraction
	 intensities
	 for Pd
on MsO was considerabl y	more	 difficult.	 Fourfold thicker
 deposits were	 the app roximate	 lower detection	 limit~	 But
^
^
even for this
	 de posit	 thickness the	 Pd diffraction	 spots
'
wore	 so	 weaK that	 the photo p lates had to be intentionally
'
^
overexposed,	 and the	 results had to be	 com pared with those
`
^
of substantiall y heavier de posits,	 such as	 1 ^ 2	 or	 1 ^ 8 nm,	 i
^
^ in	 order	 to make	 reliable	 measurements.	 In	 Fla '	10 we
^.
^` .present	 as	 exam p le	 two diffraction	 patterns	 representa-	 |^
^
`
[	 ^tive of
	
1 ^ 2 Dm	 and	 1.8 nm de posits on	 ^1O0^
	
MsO °	Apart
^
from
	
the	 fact	 that	 Fis.
	 10	 indicates	 near-to	 perfect	 F
. '
	 * epitaxy for	 these RT de posits, one can
	
notice that	 the Pd '
:
^
diffraction s p ots are relativel y	broad,	 and measurements of
the	 spot s pacinas,	 usins the Perfect MsO	 200	 and	 220
t yp e	 s p ots	 as	 internal	 standard,	 indicate	 that	 the
corres pondins	 lattice	 pa p ameter	 is	 substantiall y	larser	 i
`
than	 that	 of	 bulk	 Palladium,	 Measurements osins results |
from	 several	 diffraction	 patterns	 and	 from	 several
}de positions for each	 thickness	 indicate that this	 "lattice
,	 ^
. 
thicker thanex p ansion"	 amounts	 to	 2~5 - 3% for	 de p osits
^
^ 0^9 nm	 (averase),	 and that it increases ' notabl y for thinner \
- 13 -
-^	 ^	 .	 ^-^,^/ ^
~^	 ^
°	 ^	 ^
-^
d014, 05its.	 No	 ohanses	 in the	 diffraction	 patterns	 were
observed u p on RT onnealins or
	 p o s u r e
	
of the de posits
	
to
sases or	 laborator y air *
	It should be noted,	 however, that	
^
^	 ^
our	 experiments	 do	 not	 allow an y	conclusion	 about	 the
.	
.
muestior.i whether
	
the	 entire	 unit cell 1s mw p anded,	 or	 if 
/
the	 eX p ansi p n	 observed	 in the	 direction parallel	 to the
substrate
	
surface	 is	 concomitant with	 1mss	 ew p ansion or
,
even contraction in the	 direction normal to	 the	 substrate
surf ace ,	 thus	 redwcins	 the	 unit	 cell	 volome	 increase.
^
^	 Information
	
about lattice ex p ansion on	 ^l1^^	 M^O	 was	 riot^^	 ^^	 ^
^
obtained	 because of difficulties in the	 measurement of MsO
d~s p aoinms	 which	 are	 subject to	 chanses	 dVe	 to	 strons "
bendins	 and 00000mitant diffraction ront p ast chances within	 |
even small selected areas^ ^
1
Gas Exposures
^	 Exposure of	 Pd/MsO de posits to o: ysen or air	 at RT uiel6ed
marked	 ohanses	 be y ond	 those that	 are obtained dorins	 RT
°	
vacuum annea1ins alone,
	 An e:am p le for a	 0 ^ 3 nm de posit is
Presented	 iD	 Fis ^	 1,	 showins the	 condition 7 min	 after
 .
de position in	 (a),	 and the
	
conditions 2,5 minv	 36 min,	 and
2UU min
	
f p Ilowins	 ox y sen	 ex p osure at 2X/O	 millibar for 3
min in	 (b)	 (r},	 and	 (d^,	 resPec^l^e1u	 The circles	 in	 (b)'	 ^	
^
indicate some	 of	 the	 man y	coalescence events	 that	 have ^/	 }'	 !occurred due to the oxy sen	 ex p osure~	 The trians1e	 denotes
,
lJ^-	
-
,
'
.	 `
^
°
^^
1ki AV
n
a p article that has chanced into a distinct, triansu1ar
aha pe. Further mobility dorins additional annealina was
then relativel y infreouent ^ This result indicates that due
'
to the ox ysen exp osure we observe particle mobilit y and
coalescence as in the case vacuum annealins, but that the
relative number of events is markedl y increased,
Even more sisnificant chances are observed if thin Pd/MsO
de p osits are exposed for short durations to laborator y air
at atmos pheric pressure, as is demonstrated in Fis ^ 12 for
the case of a t yp ical 0 ^ q nm de p osit. The Particle number
densit y has decreased by
 16%, and the decoration	 of
substrate surface steps seems to have become more
Pronounced ( gee arrow), In Fis,13 we Present an exam p le of
a thicker RT-de posit (| ^ 8 nm) that had been exposed to air
three times, once for 10 min while still in the specimen /
stase of the in-situ TEM facilit y (Fis ^ 13b), once for some
30 min dirins transfer to the Hitachi HSO0H Koh-resolution
microsco-e (Fis ^ 13c), and once for 120 hours in a 1ona-term
laborato- y air exposure ex periment (Fis ^ 13d) ^ One can see
that the particles have moved toward each other, often
formins chains of Particles that have coalesced but not yet
sintered into new, homoseneoos sinsle crystal,
hemis pherical Partioles ^
 The chances are most Pronounced
between the as-de posited etaae (Fim ^ 13m) and the first air
ex posure (Fis ^ 13b) ' and the process continued dorins the/
'
second air ex posure at a slower rate. However, the chances
-
- 15 -
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^
,
^
'
.	 ^
^ i
6
^^
.	
~
I
~
,
doe to exposure to laborator y
 air apparentl y continue to
occur for Iona times, Fis ^
 13d reveals a substantial
additional chanme after 120 hours of air ex posure, Whereas
the previous Particle sha pes had p redomi
/
antl y
 been smuape
.	 .
or rectanaular, most facets seemed to have disappeared
doriDa	 the p rolonmed air ex posure, leavins chains of
Particles with essentiall y round Profiles *	But even in
.
this promressed stase of coalescence -- there is also a
sisnificant number of additional coalescence events in
Fis ^ 13d when com p ared to Fis^13c -- com p lete sinterins into
new, homoseneoos sinsle cr ystal p articles has not occurred.
This is demonstrated in the mtcrosra ph of NsM, which was
taken after Fis.13d~ F1s ^ 11 shows one brisht field and
two SZDF ex p osures, imased with the Pd 200 zone; Fis ^ 11b
is in focussed condition and Fis~14c is a double exposure
of two defocussed conditions. These miorosra phs illustrate
(see circled area) that the Pd diffraction intensities
still stem from the orisinal, then se parated crystallites~
`
Fis.14c also indicates that the
	 <001> direction in the
de posit is at an unexpected 45 desree ansle with res p ect to
substrate surface steps.
/
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The Ions-term annmm1lns effect was muite different if the
annealinsr fo1lowins a few minutes of ew posu p m to
laborator y
 air at atmospheric pressure," was p erformed in
waouo (WU millibar). This can'be seen in Fis,15 for
the case of a 0 ^ 3 nm Pd deposit on MOO before and after
such treatment; m1snificant s preadins of some of the Pd
Particles occurred on the ^^ ^^1i l
 substrate area (see circled^
area as an examp le) and almost com plete spreadins, 1eadins
essentiall y to disapp earance of most of the Pd particles,
was observed in the ^^(OD 7
 MOO areas (to p of Fis ^ 15) ^^	 ^
Electron-Beam Induced Effects
Fis,16 demonstrate^s the t yp ical influence of the electron
beam. Dorins the electron microsco py leadins to Fia ^ 16c, a
total beam ex p osure of 180 A sec/cm2 was 1ossed ^ The
irradiation was then intentiall y p rolonsed b y another 150 A
°
sec/cm2 at a slishtl y increased rate, leadina to Fia,16d^
. A twofold effect is noticedt First, a build-up of
material, similar to the common h y drocarbon contamination
has occurred as can be seen alons the edse of the MOO
substrate area,	 However,	 particle mobilit y	was not
supp ressed as ex pected from a h y drocarbon contamination
"fixins" 1a y er ^	Second, strons phase contrast features
a ppear alona tKe left hand side of the selected microsraph
area, concomitant W^h a	 decrease of contrast and/or
- 17 -
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^
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^
`
complete disa ppearance of the Pd Particles * More careful
examination of microarm phs of this kind revealed that this
effect is enhanced with increasins s pecimen thickness, as	 .'
^
would be ex pected from radiation damase i n the bulk of the
MsO support.
We observed a sianificant enhancement of the radiation 	 ^
' ~
	 damase effect when the s pecimen had also been ex p osed to	 ^
^
` laborator y air at atmosrheric pressure (inside the EM	 .
^
. 
specimen stase for a few minutes) " Fis ^ 17 shows a 0 ^ 3 nm
!	 Pd deposit on U111 MsO after de position (Fia ^ 17m) and 100|	 ^
i hours later (Fis ^ 17b) ^ The total electron ex p osure between
^these two microara phs was ooite low ( <30 A Sec/cm ), and
^
the chanaes are vs ex p ected for RT vacuum annealins ^ After
.	
`
takins the miorosra ph of Fio.17b, the air ex posure was
/
conducted, and 20	 hrs later Fis ^ 17c was taken,	 The	 i
^
additional electron irradiation was aaain onl y	<30 A
sec/cm .	 The electron ex p osure was	 then deliberately
increased by 250 A seo/cmz
 (osins 0 ^ 8 A/cIcNrnanh
\to Produce Fist 17d ^	The prosression of both Particle
~
spreadins and oeneration of phase contrast features is much
increased after the air ex posure (com p are Fis ^ 17c with b
and Fis ^ 17b with a, and com pare also with the not air-
`	 1f
eX p osed sam p le of No. 16d),	 Furthermore, the dependence	 ^
	
.	 .
of the masnttude of this effect on the sam p le thickness is ^
	
|
>
ooite evident, when we com pare with the orisinal state
	
./^^	 ^ ---	 -	 '- co re-	 '--	 t 	 ---^--	 stat 	 |^
immediatel y
 fo1lowina	 the de position
	
(Fia^17a), which
	 1
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clearl y shows the substrate ste ps and areas of emUal
thickness b y contrast variations from step to step * Thin
substrate areas show the least effect,
~
^
^	
.
it should be noted that a certain, not nesIis1ble effect of 	 !
electron irradiation damase was noted also for p lain MsO
substrates without Pd de posit.
	
Under othorwise comparable
conditions, FisM shows e Ii1^^ M^O area (t^^) and 11UU7^^ ^u	 s^ ^
area (bottom) immed1atel g
 followinm e~beam flash heatins
^
^M, 240 A sec/c/ "z of 0 ^ 2 A/cm 2 irradiation later MY
	
.
additional 720 a seo/om2 later W, and 730 A sec/cm 9after
'
an air exposure and 20 hrs of RT-annealins (d) fo11owins
^
Fia, 18c,
	 A microors ph (not shown) taken before the 720 A
o2
sec/cm
	 irradiation but after the air ex posure looked	 .
. identical to 00 ^ 18o+	 Fis° 18 demonstrates that the
electron irradiation damase effect is stronsest in the 	 >	 '
^
thicker s pecimen resions^
	
~	
.
/
-1g-
k"
- '
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' ^
	
DISCUSSION^
----------
.^
There are strik1ns differences between the results obtained
for MaO and alumina substrates * Under virtuall y identical
ex perimental conditions, RT~dep osits seen to be less thick
.	 .
 (in averaae thickness) on MsO, they are himh1 y epita#ia1ly
^
+	 oriented on MaO and almost com p letel y random on alumina,'
'	
and their diffraction intensities are unusuall y broad on
^	 MsO° Effects of ex posure to aases and laborator y air were
~	
noted in both cases, but the y were found to be less severe
^
'	 ^	 for Pd/alumina,
	
A se p arate discussion of the results for
`
M the nucleation and earl y Growth, (ii) e p itax y and
p seudomor phism, and (iii) annealinm" sas ex posures, and
^	 e16ctron- beam enhancement follows,
,
'	 (1) NUCLEATION AND EARLY GROWTH
^^
'	
The a pp arent difference in de posit thickness can in part be
| ex p lained as doe to a substantiall y
 lowered condensation
^
. Probabilit y
 in the case of Pd/MmO ^
 One can estimate the
condensation probabilit y
 from the TEM results.
	 If we
~	
assume that the Particles have essentiall y
 a hemispherical
sha pe and that the condensation Probability (Po} on the
(heavil y
 Pd-coated) owartz crystal is unity, the
condensation Probabilit y
 (P) on the MsO substrate eouals
the averase thickness (M) of actuall y
 dep osited palladiom
divided b y the/ thickness (Mo) monitored with the moartz
cr y stal microbalance ^	Usina	 the mean p article number
^
q
^
"
!
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°
^A.^^,
^.,
,	 r
densit y
 (N) and the moan Particle diameter (D) defined
.
earlier in this report, we obtain
`
"
^	 ^
-14P = Po M M/Mo Z 10 S'N D P p /Mo	 (3)	 .]z
For the case of m nominal 0^3 - 1 ^ 8 nm Pd de p osit on MsO/
'
such as shown in Fis~4 ' this emuation y ields a dependence
of the condensation Probabilit y
 on the de posit thickness as
shown in Fis ° 19, Plotted se paratel y for Pd/MsOf1OU] (solid
curve) and P6/MoOlA111 (dash curve), The initial decrease
of P with inoreasins thickness minht be doe to nucleation
at Preferred sites *
 Once all sites have been filled, a
further increase in de posit thickness would be ex pected to 
|justify
 an increase in the condensation p robabilit y , since
^
a more	 substantial fraction
	
of odatoms
	
impinses on
Palladium islands where the stiokins Probabilit y can be
^ex pected to be hiah, The results p lotted in Fis ° 19 are in
mualitetive asreement with this reasonins" althoosh the
difference between the results obtained on the two t ypes of \
MsO surfaces cannot as readil y be understood ^ One possible
swp lanation misht be that the assum ption of hemispherical
p art1c1es 1s not satisfactor y for low deposit thicknesses,
i.e * , that the P6 Particles are Particularl y flat 6orins
the earl y stase of Growth. In fact, AES and UPS studies b y
	.
 \
^Gaeb1er and coworkers (10) indicate la y er srowth for Pd
^
.	
.de posited ^. RT onto clean ZnO surfaces. Their results
^
im p l y , however, la yer srowth be y ond a de posit thickness of
- 21 -	 v
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^	 .	 g
3 nm, which clearl y
 differs from our results for Pd/MsO^
v 
.
	
	
^
Oorres pondina calculations of the stickinm coefficient for^
.	 `
Pd on sapphire y ield much hioher Vd2ues of 0 ^ 27 for the 02
^
-nm nominal deposit case (Fis,3) and 0.47 for U ^ 6 nm deposit
'	
thickness (F£s.1)+
	 There seems	 to be no sianificm,.t
|^ influence of the substrate temp erature dUPins de p osition on
the	 condensation Probabilit y
 in the temp eratwre ranse	 .
,
`	 between RT and 500 C, the tem perature prevailins durins the
~
0+6 nm de position experiment.
/	 These findinss of	 a substantiall
y
 hicher condensation
`Probabilit y
 for the Pd/sapphire s y stem when com pared to 
^	 MMsOv com p lemented with results re p orted for Pd/mica
^	 (115 where a condensation coefficient of 0 ^ 6 was foond,
	
}^
indicate that for a substrate /oVersrowth s y stem with
^
strons metal su pp ort interaction -- which we su ppose exists
.	 in the case of Pd/HsO as will be discussed below, and to a
~	 ,
^ ^
 lesser desree for Pd/mica (11) ~- one does not necessarily
) .	 find a corres p on6insI y hish adatom stickins p robabilit y ^
	[
'
^/
.	 ^}
'	 |`
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(2) EPITAXY AND PSEUDOMORPHISM
The results indicate that
	 palladium
	
arows	 pmrfect1w
ePitawiml1 g on MaO at temperatures as low as RT, whereas
	
.
°	 ^ePitaw y on sapphire surfaces remuires s#me 500 CO
	 A	 ~^
com p aratiwe1 g low ep itawia1 tempera ' wre (To) for Pd was
found by various other inveotinmtors! Doerinm et a% ^
 M)
found a sliaht texture for Pd/mica at 200 C and explained
this as doe to an appreciable domree of metal ~ support
interaction *
 Christman and Ertl (12) re p ort an optimum
tem p eratore for Pd/NaCl of 200 Cr with 100 C or 300 C
`
y ie1dins strons fibor textures.
	 Morp and collaborators
(13) reached essentiall y
 the same conclusion,
	 Kato (M,
-^^
workins under 10	 millibar vacuum oonditionsr found an
,
.^increase of To for Pd/KCl and Pd/NQr to P6/KI from 80 C to
^ ^
280 C and sommests o correlation between To and the ionic 	 .^
radius of the anions in the substrate, Gillet and Rmnou 	 .
-	 ]^	 /(15) found mood ePite%w for Pd/MoS over a wide raMGe of
l
substrate tem peratures (Ts),	 Takayanasi et alt actuall y	|
Performed P6/Ha] studies under conditions similar to ours,
but onl y at elsvated substrate tem peratures between 200 and
500 Cr and in this resime the y ' found perfect Pd/MsO epitaxu
(1Q ° Palmbers and Rhodin (17) obtained LW0J^  e p itax y for
P6/MsO (bulk, uhV-cleaVed) for Ts>350 C °	The low epitaxial
-
temperature for P6/MsO -- which ma y actuall y we well below
RT (no indication of im provement of the desree of ePitauy
was noted in our ex periments for TVRT, and WRT was not	 |
attempted) -- compared with the much hishe p ep 1taxial	 J
.	 ^
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^`
6em pe p atore for PMUpFhire under otherwise ver y comparable
conditions, is another indication of the well-known fact
W) that the omometp io reslatr y between overarnwth and 
substrate (8% for bulk MMaDv 1ess
.
for Pd/sa pphire) is not
the most im portaDt factor in the determination of ePitaxg
for	 relatively	 weakly 1nteractinm GVbstrate/ovopspowth
s g stoms~	 Surface free onera g considerations	 (17w and	 .
electronic interactions between oVers pp wth and 5u prurt (19)
are much more 1mPo ptont factors determinins the mode of
^
'
oversowth	 Gager	 *s^	 throe-dimensional de posits) and
epitaxy^
One of the more surPrivins results of this stud y
 is that
the lattice Pe p emete p
 of Pd on ^^0«^ HsO was found ex p anded^ ^^ 
b y
 some 3% when com p ared to the bulk parame{ r, and the /
diffraction s p ots were ouite broad (M ° 10) ^
 The expansion ^	 !
was hishest for the smallest Particles *
 The bp oadnesa of
the Pd diffraction s pots could be due to the small size of
the Pd islands.	 However, our results cannot full y
 be
`
ex p lained on this basis. The moan p ortic1e domension (Q)
is related to the " < f yraotion broadenins CB) via the
Soherrer formula (20)
	 )
D = K3-/(B cos 61)
	 ^^^'	 '
`
where W is a constant factor close to unit y v (X ) is the/	 }
(electron) wave lenmth, and ( 0.) is the Braos ans1e. The
	
|
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^'
brOadenina (B) is measured i ri radionm ^ Usinci the mean
Particle oi ,-v es comPutmd with enuotion (2), emumtton Oq)
wnWI6 cowso the Caussiun s pot size distributions shown ini
^
Part A in Fis.20 for the nominal de posit thicknesses 0.8 -^
4 ^ 8 nm used in our e^periments for P6/MmO ^ (The intoc-rated
int(2nsit g
 W8s set ProPo7ti pna1 to the dmPosit thipknev-,$),
Averase8 of Nony diffraction Patterns such as those shown /
in F1a ^ 10 miVe, on	 the other hand 	 ihe diffractioD
intensi-bw 61stribVtions shown in B in Fis^2O^	 It is
evident that	 i	 the actual sp ot sizes are much broader	 .
than would be o# pected if onl y natural broadenina would be
Present, and (ii) that the tenden py of the bromden^ns
direction im toward a deorease of the P6/M(;O 1atti ce
miefit, which ia @bout G% for bulk Pd/MsO 	 i.e., the
tendency is for the Pd lattice parameter to inormase with
res pect to the
	
bulk latti^	 parampter^	 This rmswlt
contrasts with Ya p ious earlier resVlts, such as for sold on
mica obtained in owr 1aborator y / where evaluation of
su6strata 1attice p lane re N1ution, directions and spacinss
of mp ire frin(iies, and shaves of the particles led to the
conclusion that the lattioe p aram % e r of the mold doposit
was actoallY	 ^oDtracted (b y about 1%, deorees ins for
increasins particle size wh*n compared to the bulk
p arameter of sold. This was in s p ite of the fact that the
substrate latti^e p arit., meter was ootual1 y lap ser, ^ ^ e ^ / the
lattice misfit increased rather than decreased in that case
^(21.Y22). In ' earlier work, Ma ys et al ^ (23) fnund similar	 }^
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results for sold on carbon, and Boswell measured lattice
shrinka6e of almost 2% in cold part1olms of some 2 nm in
diameter NO *
	The results were explained in terms of
	
surface stress, which is larser for small' Particles doe to
	
^
.	 '
the hish surface- to~ volume ratio *
	Palmbers and Rhodin
(17) refined this ex p lanation for Pd on	 mechanically
Cleaved MsO in terms of enhanced surface vaIenc y ^ More /
recentl y '
 Yokozeki (25) examined the euestion of lattice
"
shrinkase of small Particles for the case of lead,
	 He
^found o modest decrease of the lattice Parameter b y
 00%
'
and arsues that y a1thouoh this result asrees with the
phenomeoo1oaioa1 conce pt of elastic com pression doe to
'
`
surface tension, there ma y well be another ex p lanationv ^
"
linear thermal e%pansi p n y which would mua1itativel y
 aaree |
with his results,	 Yokozeki further points out that an
.	 ^x
o pposite effect' a ppreciable lattice ex pansion" would be [	 "
^	 (Plausible for inter p lanar spacinos adjacent to a free
surface. This arsument dates back to work b y
 Burton and
	
Jura (26) who, osins Qirifalco and Neizer/s (27) Morse
	
^ 
potent1al coefficients for fee
	 metals, calculated the {^
surface distortion in foe solids. Their results ranse from
5 ^ 5% ex pansion for Pb over 6.5% for As to 1245% for Ca
^^U0^ , ^
	 uhe ex pansion beins lower	 for ^110^^  and *~^  ~^1 ^^^	 ^	
.	
'	  
sVrfaces ^	Tick and Witt	 (28)	 later	 expanded these
caloulations° usins a !\
-K. 	 (5)
^0	 |
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,
t ype Potential,	 with	 o=4 and p=7 for foc-t yp e	 metals	 and
Q=6 and p =12	 (Lennard-Jones) for	 molecular cr ystals,	 Their
^
/ resw1tins fractional increase in lDterPlanar	 s pacins at the/
"
.
^ ..
surface was i -,Q for	 metals	 and as much	 as 15 - 30% for /
molecular crystals,
'
Evidence of lattice ex panoion of
	 p d on	 MsO was	 also found
° by	 Anton	 et	 al+	 in	 recent	 in-situ	 TEM	 diffraction
densitometr y	measurements	 (29) fo1lowins a method developed
^
earlier b y	two of the	 p resent authors
	
(30),
	 Takauanasi et
,.
al,	 (16)	 Presented a mioroora ph of	 Pd islands	 deposited at
'
300 C on NO showins moire	 frinsos+	 The y measured a frinse ;i
s p acins	 of	 2.5 nm ond soosest	 that	 the y are	 220	 -type
'
^
^
moires,	 Under these	 conditions,	 a 2~1% lattice	 expansion
n^
.
would	 follow for	 their P6 islands,	 which would essentiall y }
asree with the p resent work, but
	 onl y if one disresards the
 ^|
considerabl y 1arser	 particle	 size in their work.	 However, ,
 /^
their presentation indicates	 disas p eement with our findinss
~ concernins	 the	 substrate/	 oversrowth directions;
	 if	 the
lattice	 directions	 are	 assumed to be correctl y indicated,
^
their moi/es should
	
be of the	 200	 rather than	 220	 type;
and	 200	 -t yp e moires with 2~5 nm s p acinms would,	 in turny
indicate the bulk lattice Parameter 	 of P6,	 i.e,,	 the result
that one would ex p ect on contaminated MsO surfaces*
Turkevioh et al.	 (31) re port a lattice	 p arameter	 increase ^/
'
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'
averasins 1,5% over the bulk p arameter for Pd chemically
Preci p itated and p resumabl y supported on carbon.	 Their
conclusion is based on TEM lattice imames of the Palladium
	
!
^
portinles upwards of 2 nm in size,
	
Howmvep, the y make no
,	
.
mention of Potentiall y sisnificont imase intepppetation
difficulties that can be present in TEM lattice imaoes
unless the focusins and astismat1sm conditions are Known
and carefull y
 taken into consideration, such as b y jmase
simulation	 calculations
	 (32)°	 On	 the other	 hand,
^
Noltersdorf et al. (33) inter p rete the bendins of Al/MsO
moire frinses toward the edses of small particles as
indicative of lattice contraction beins most p rominent at
p article e6ses. The y likewise do not consider dynamical 	 ^/
effects, Turkevich et al. (31) do mention, houevero two
.	 ^
additional results that are of interest in the present
^
situation.	 First, in otherwise similar lattice parameter 	 i
.	 (/
determinations	 of Pt islands they	found	 no lattice	 |
ex pansion, which misht sive credence to their results for
'
^
Pd in s p ite of the theoretical ambisuities mentioned above. 
Second, the y report that the lattice p arameters measured
for Pd varied substantiall y from p a p ticle to pbrticle^
When s peculatins about the reasan for the broadenins of the
Pd diffraction s pots in our 4ork, two possibilities are
	
	 !f
Presentl y
 6eina considered:
'(i) The individual Pd islands, whose mean diameters we
!
estimated with / oo ^ (2), are not s1ns1e cr y stals but some	 |
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^ sort	 of	 mwlti p l y	twinned	 particles,	 each twin	 beins of
considerably
	 smalIer	 d1mensi p n	 than	 the	 whole partjcle^
.
i
°
Therefore,
	
a broader	 diffraction p eak c pul6
	
be	 ex.pected^ ^
.
This possibiIit y r	 which	 follows the reasonins of	 Solliard
(34) who used the	 diffraction	 s pot size in	 40 ^V scannins
^ ED ex periments of Au and Pt	 particles to determine that the
Ao	 Particles	 were multi p l y twinned and	 the	 Pt	 Particles
/
r	
.
^ sinsIe	 cr.wsta1s,	 seems unl^kel y	because	 the	 absence	 of
(
diffraction contrast	 features	 usuall y typ ical of	 twinnios
^
.
,.
(Fis5 ^ 13	 and	 14)"	 as	 well	 as	 the	 symmetry	 in	 the
-.
diffracti on	 p atterns	 (Fis ^ 10)	 clearl y indicate that no or
^
/ only ver y	feu Pd islands	 were multi p l y twinned;	 the	 rest
^
~
^
^ are	 sinsle	 c py sta1s	 (ii)	 The	 lattice	 p arameter chanses	 ^
"
^
q
^
within the iodividoal particles doe to strains	 exerted most '	 + ^
^ stronsly in the Pd/MsQ interface lauer	 and	 decreasins with
~
inoreasins	 distance	 from	 the	 substrate,	 However 	 such
^.
lattice	 parameter	 chanses	 within	 i rid ividwal	 smal1
(nanometer	 -size)	 Particles	 have	 been	 arsoed	 to	 be |
.	
~
improbabIe	 for	 the	 case	 of	 multiply	 twinned	 sold
'
^
 .
crystallites,	 where	 a	 de parture	 from	 the	 fcc	 lattice
confisuration to a rhombohedral 	 or	 a bco confisuration	 --
uniform within the
	
entire Particle --	 was shown	 to	 be	 a
^ more p rcbable means	 to aocomodate the	 seometric misfit for
icosahedral	 and decahedral p articles,	 res p ective-1v	 (35,36)~/
It ma y well be	 that this arsument could	 be extrap olated to |
y
small	 particles	 in	 senera1	 onl y	uniformly	 strained
,
Particles	 can	 ex 3. 	 However,	 this	 arsument	 would not
29 -
^
q^^N^
asree with the earlier mentioned work b y Yokozeki (255
Burton and Jura MAY and Tick and Witt (38); but one
should note that their arsument of non-uniform lattice
'
Parameters would then be o pposite. to the case presented
here! they explain ex pansion in inter p 1anar spacinss
adjacent to a free (vacuum) surface' whereas we discuss
such ew p anslon in the oversrowth
	
at	 the	 substrate/
overarowth interface.
	 Particles of different sizes will be
ca pable to accomodate different, yet uniform strains
leadins to diffarent, within each Particle constant lattice
Parameters. The observations b y Turkevich et a1+ (31) seem
to favor this alternative.
A strons metal supp ort interaction is considered the main
drivina force for the lattice p arameter increases observed
in our stodies ^
	PsoVdomorph1sm (37) is a well-documented
Phenomenon
	 in	 very	 stronsly	 interactiDs
	 substrate/
oversrowth systems under truly clean experimental
conditions (38) ^
 For the case of 2 nm size Pd particles on
a relativel y stronsl y
 interactins substrate like MsO under
clean	 experimental
	
conditionsv	 the	 acoomodation
	
of
interfacial misfit b y
 uniform Particle strain is probably
the dominatins mechanism^ However, when either the
substrate/ ove p srowth interaction 1s decreased (e ^ s, by
contamination, or for different materials) substantially
and/or when the p articles become even smaller 	 nm>, the
'Particle "cap illar y forces" take over and minimize the
-?O-
~ il
 -'	 ,
`^^^,-------r---- ' 	 ----' 	 —	 '/
`	
.	 p
^
total surf ace free enerraj
	 of the sy stem by Particle
contraction.	 This is p robabl y the reason wh y in recent
EXAFS/%RD meas4rements (39) as well as in mnst older
"
studies which were more dominated b y contaminmt i on oM1y
'
'
decreases of ne^t nearest neishbor distances were -Found.
'
'
^
^
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(2) ANNEALING, GAS EXPOSURES' AND ELECTRON-BEAM ENHANCEMENT
The results indicate that annealins at room temperature,
ex p osurm to cases, and mwposore to the electron beam all
influence the dep osit. Due to the nature of in-situ TEM
^
ex periments that are p erformed semuentiall y and rel y on the
electron beam for recordins p or poses, one cannot positively
study the effect of any one of these factors inde p endent of
the others, The desisn of the ex periments allowed, howeuerr
assessment of that nature at least in part. The foI1owins
trends can be extracted from our results for Pd/MaO: 
^(i) The effect of annea1ins at BT under 1x10- ~ 	 millibar
vacuum conditions is some coalescence b y
 cluster mobility
(or b y fast OstNald ri penins at a time constant of Q
sec) *
 In earlier ex p eriments in our laborator y
 we examined
in-situ the annea1ins behavior of silver on sra phite <4O)
and cold on MsO (3, 41), In these ex periments we were able
to clearl y
 differentiate between ri p en1ns, ocoorins over
Periods of 100 seoonds, and mobilit y
 events, occurrino
within <<0 ^ 1 seconds. The actual time resolution in the
Present eXPeriments beins onl y of the order of 1 secondy we
believe that it is most likel y that the mobilit y of Pd on
MsO is similarl y fast than for Ao/MsO, i.e,, that it also
occurs at time constants W ^ 1 seconds, and that Ostwald
ri penios can be excluded as a major factor,
(ii) The Particles ooalescins durins RT vacuum annea1ins do
often not sinter into a new, hemis phericall y sha ped sinsle
cr ystal partio1e,	 but	 they rather	 form "rafts"	 of
/	 .
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particles, possibl y fillins sap a between each other by some
short-distance aoto~6iffosi pn, leavinm the area ooVerarie of
the substrate with Particles essentiallu unchansmd ° This,
^	 ^
findins indicates -that in the case of Pd/-M(, the s9 p ond of
.	
.
the two ste p s (40) com prisins full coalescence, i.e., the
sinterina to a homoseneows new p article, does not often
oCcur °	One Possible ex p lanation for this observation misht
be a strons interaction of the Palladium with the
substrate, thus mak1na diffusion of Pd atoms awa y from o
Position near the substrate surface for inoor pnration into
a newl y formins, laraer p article less likely.
(iii) The uhv-RT annealina effect is relativel y stronsest
for the smallest Particle sizes, i.e., for thin deposits,
and decreases with increasina de p osit thiokness ^	This
obser-, vation, most clearl y demonstrated with Fiss ^ 16 and	 |
9, is in a0reement with most other small--Particle mobility
observations that have been re ported and can essentiall y be
	
!
rpvonci1ed with the reasonable assum ption that the
activation eners y for mobility
 of a cluster foIlows an
inverse relation to the cluster/substrate contact area"
(iv) The annealins effect is sreatl y enhanced or-on exposure
of the Pd de p osited MsO surface to laborator y air or to a
low- pressure oxwsen envir pnment ^ Demonstrated with Fiss^12 
and 13 for a mediom and heav y Pd deposit on M(-...O -for the
case of air mxpOsure, and with Fis ^ 3 arid 15 for an oxysen
ex posore, it is conceivable that the ox ysen available for
0^Uadsor ption . at/	the
	
particle
	
and	 substrate surfeces
- ?
.^ -.
~	 - 
'	
~	 ^_
^
u	 ^
V
deactivates the atrona particle/substrate interact ion and
thus reduces the activation enerc; y for Particle mobility*
Once e ,.,posed to ox y aen or laborator y air, the enhanced
°
mnnealino effect seems to continue for lorls Periods of time 	
^
^
`(tens of hours* Fis.13d and 1Gb^,. whereas it seems to
subside com p arativel y soiokl y if no o k'I y men or air e,Xposure
is offered to the as-de posited p articles (Fiss.8, 16o, 9)^
'
The circumstance that the 1ons-term RT~annea1ed particles
^
look substantiall y different 6e p endins on the annealins
'
conditions -~ anMealins in laborator y air wields particles	 [
with more roonded, seeminsl y hemis pherira1 cross-sections
(Fia ^ 13d)v those ex posed to laborator y air for onl y o short `
duration and then annealed under 10 	 millibar total
pressure conditions flatter, on the substrate (Fis°15b) ^~ 	 ^
mo y aaain be related to the availabilit y of o# y sen ^	Once
the ox yoen chemisorbed on the p art1c1am is used u p , sUch as
' (for oxidation of ^he p a11adiom or a catal ytic activity
involvins the palladium, further oheml- sorbed ox ysen is
'
avaiIable	 in the vaooum~anneal:Lns	 oase onlu on	 the
substrate surf ace.
	
This ma y
 cause r, al1adiom atoms to \
diffuse from the p articles to the ohes misor6ed oXuoen on -the
substrate surface, thos p roducins the TEM a pp earance of
flattenina and spreadins of the pal1adium is land s^
S preadins under somewhat similar conditions has been found
for nickel on mica u p on ox ysen ex posure at 300 C (,q2)^
'
^However, these authors attributed the s preadins to NiO
formation ^
	Air-annealed Particles have p lent y
 of ouysen
	
/	 O
'	 n
^ ^^^.
^
.	 .	 ;
°
.^ u	 ^^^*'~^~pu
available at any
 Place and any
 time" thus rmnderinm any
s pp eadins and
	 f1attenins unnecessar y *
	Xn
	 foot, the
evidence is that under these conditions minimization of the
'	 ^
p mrti p le	 surface area to a sp arizal` sha pe eventoa1lu 
,
becomes predominant, indicatinm that the metal-substrate
interaction is eventuall y
 weakened when enouuh oX g GeD is
beios made available from sources other than the substrate
itself,	 and/or if	 the sp ecimen	 is	 exposed	 to	 a
oontaminatins environment. 	 |^
(v) The mnnealins effect in oir/oxwaen ex posed sam p les is
enhanced b y
 the imasi0s electron beam. It is unclear at
present, if the app a p ent sensitivit y
 of MsO to electron
irradiation damaoe (Fia,18) is related to the observed
	
^
enhancement of the sPreadino/fIattenins effect (Fis°17)0
	
i
`
If radiation damase is manifest in destruction on the Ms-O ^
-	
^bonds, it is more eas y for ux yGen from the substrate to be
^	 (
made available to the p alladium, possibl y enhancins the
diffusion of Pd to the ou ysen sites. It is ono:ear if the
Pd actuall y diffuses into the 6V1k of the substrate in this	 ^
`
Process ^ The electron imase a ppearance in thin substrate
araas (Fis ^ 17d, u pper rimht) does sossest a homoseneous
"mixtore « between what used to be the NO substrate and Pd
Particles *
	If this is oorrectv it would then follow that
e-beam irradiation can be an effective means So dis p erse
	 |.^
.
Palladium * It is, of course, also Possible to interprete
the disapp earance of features clearl y attributable to Pd 
and distinsoi ' able from	 MsO in Fiat 17d as due to 	 @
-	 -?^
~~
"
'
k	 ^
^
.	 3
.	 u	 m
~	
0
.	 ^
eva poration/desor ption, Possibl y electron-boom stimV1otedx
of palladium,
^
"
^
^
,
`
^
`
^
^
^
|	 `
^
^
/
~
'
~
^
'
^	 ,
CONCLUSIONS
palladium was deposited inside	 a custom TEM s pecimen	 ,i
"
chamber onto clean MaO QOU? and 11111 and ut-a1uminm
^	
.
^surfaces prepaped by	 electron-beam flash-hemtinn ^	TEM	 .
examination of deposits of 00 ~ |.B nm nominal thickness
^
y ielded results that are consistent with a str p ns metal -
'
supp ort interaction <SMSD for Pd/MmO and o weak interac-
tion for the Pd/alumina s ystem. These results include: 
W Perfect ep itax y
 for Pd/MmO alread y
 for room-temperature
(RT) deposits, and almost completely random orientation of
Pd/alumina under the same conditions; (ii) ex pansion of the 
`
Pd lattice b y some 2~K, the larsest amounts of expansion
"
beins rmciWrod for the smallest partielem, whereas the ^
expansion measured for Pd/ x-alum1na was 0%; (iii) a 	 .
s preadins of the Pd islands on the MsO substrate u p on	 x
.	
^r /lons-term (tens of hours) hioh- vacuum annea1ina at QT
`
after exposure to laborator y air or ox yaen; (iv) strona
coalescence with subseawent minimization of the surface ^
area of the coalesced Particles 6wrins Iona-term (tens of
-	 Y
hours) RT ex posure to laborator y
 air; and W) an increased
rate of spreadins -- and Possibl y
 atomic diffusion into the
MsO substrate -- of Pd u pon intensive irradiation with the
electron beam at rates that were determined to cause
sisnificant radiation damase in the bare MsO substrate,
	 .||Mobilities of particles dwrins annea1inn of Pd/MsO were
^
observed but oc'r_lurred less fremoentl y
 than for Pd/alumina, 	 ^
-	 -?^
~'
.	 .
^	 .
`
The additional result that the etiokinm Probabilit y
 for QT
de posits of Pd on clean NO is low
	 <0^1) and about 5
times lower than on clean 	 K~a%umina seems inconsistent
with the SMSI conce pt for P6/MaD^^ ^
The ox per1ments clearl y indicate that one should e%erc1se
caution in the inter pretation of ex-situ TEM rosu1ts
obtained from' metal dePosits that have been ex posed to
laborator y air dorinm the TEH s p ecimeM p rcpa p @tion Prooe5s^
Substantial ohanees in particle habit and cr y stal struc-
ture" as well as size" area ooverase of the substrate, and
number densit y may occur, Chanoes mn y even be mxper1mnced
due to exposure of onl y m few tens of Lmnsmoirs of eases
such as ox ysen or air" or even due to mere RT- annealins^
These findinss underline the im p ortance of in-situ TEM
observations whpP oharaoterizins Particulate deposits of
catal yticall y active materials.
^
.
x
^
'
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^ ^	 FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fis ^ 1, Typ ical D ^ & nm RT-de posit of Pd on sapphire,
'
^
F^	 ^s^2^	 ^6 mm RT_de posit of Pd on sa pphire after annea1inr /
at 600 C. indicated reflections are 111 Pd and
1710 *C,-A1103^
/
^	 Fis.3^ 0 ^ 2 nm de posit of Pd/sapphire; (o) after RT-
'
deposition (ver y
 small particles, randomly
^
~	 ^
oriented), (b) after 3 min anneal at 500 C and
^^2x10	 millibar total pressure (particles
'
coalesced to 3 ^ 3 nm mean size° e p ltaxia1l y	'
/
oriented); (o) after 10 min oxusen ex p osure at
--6
200 C and 10
	 millibar (much additional
	 .
coalescence); (d) after additional hydroaen	 ^
exp osure at 200 C (no a pp arent addi*-ional	 '	 Y
ohaoses), 220 reflections of Pd indicated as
reference ^ Dots are alumina, arcs are Pd
' reflections.
^	
Fia^4. Typ ical RT-de p osit of Pd on
	
0O^ MsO; nominal^	 »
thickness 0 ^ 3 nm (a), 0 ^ 6 nm (b), 1.2 nm (c), and
1 ° 8 nm (d),
/
Fis ^ 5 ° Particle number densit y (N) vs, nominal deposit
.	
|
thickness for Pd/MsO ^10O^ and ^111^°	 Y
'	 ^	 ^	 ^ ^^
'	 !
,
42
43
Fic,	 6 Particle area coveraGe	 ((9	 vs.	 nominal	 deposit
Ys.	 nominal de posit thickness for F ld/McsO J100]	 and
|
.	 F^s,B ^ De position - annealin^ seaoence of Pd,	 RT-de p osited
\
^
at 0 ^ 3 nm nominal thickness onto
	
^
^
^1O »	MsO ^
-^
`
' (a)	 substrate after e-beam
	
"c1eavase"
	 before de p o-
sition;	 (b)	 shortl y after	 de positiono'
	 (c)	 21	 hrs ^
after
	
de position;	 (circle
	 indicates e,,-,am p le of ^
-
Particle coalescence,
	 sooa p e of mobility)^ ^
\
Fis.9 ^ / ^ 2 nm	 (nominal)	 de p osit of P6 on MsO;	 left!	 28 min
/
^
'
after end of deposition;	 riaht^	 after 2^ hour RT-
^^
^ ^	 »
\ ~^
.	 \
anneal at 1 x 10	 millibar.
	
Ver y few chanses have |
^	 ^
occurred due to larae size all Particles*
r 	
'
'
Fis.10 ^ T yp ical selected-area diffraction pattern of
.	 ^
^ Pd/MsO	 ^10 « ^	 of	 1 ^ 2	 nm	 (left)	 and	 1 ^ 8	 nm	 (risht)^	 ~^
^
nominal thickness.
F1s.11. Pd/MsO	 (0 ^ 3 nm nominal thickness)	 7 min after
'
deposition
	 (a);	 and 2.5	 min	 (b),	 36 min
	
(c),	 and
||' 20O min <d)	 after e^po^o p e to oxysen for 3 min at |)
.
^
/
. }^
^T^y ^
- a	 =	 ^	 ~^-^.
^^2 w10 ~ mi Ili bar, Circles indicate exam p les of
coalescence, triansle of sha p e chanae^
'
Fis ^ 12 ^ Pd/MsO ^1^ deposit (0 ^ 9 nm nominal thickness)
°
before (left) and 5 hrs after 10 min ex posure to
laborator y air Qisht), emhib1tina much coales-
cence and rarticle mobilit y , often endins at
steps.
Fim ^ 13. Pd/MsO t1001^  (1 ^ 8 nm nominal thickness) shortly
after de position (a); after 10 min ex p osure to
laborator y air (b); after 30 additional minutes
of exposure to air (transfer to other mioposcope^
(0); and after 120 hrs ex posure to laborator y air
(d). Circle de p icts randoml y selected area for
easier comparison.
Fis ^ 11. Lons-term air-ex p osed Pd/MsO^^ ^0 «^ ^ Left: BF-1mace;^^ .
center: focussed Pd 300 SZDF 1masw; risbt:
double ex p osure of focussed and defocossed Pd 200
8ZDF 1mases,
Fis ^ 15 ^
 Pd/MsO (^111^ area 1n lower half, ^10O^area in«^ ^	 l^	 ^
u pper half; 0,3 nm nominal dw p osit thickness);
left: before
	 exposure, r1aht: 100 hrs after
anneal in ox ysen for 3 min at 2x10--6mil1ibar,
exhibitins particle flattenins^
,
44
°
`
^
'
,
`
!	 i^
.	 |
'
^
`
^
^^ ^
.	 ^
_,"'
.	
^
^
..
Fia.16^	 Pd/MsO	 ^10O^	 (0 ° 6 nm nominal	 thickness);	 (m)^^	 ^	 /
immediatel y afteT	 end of de position;	 (b)	 200 min	
.
`
later;
	
(o)	 and	 (d)	 15 hrs
	
lmter; '{
,
d)	 has obtained	 ~
,
150 A sec/cm2 additional electron irradiation, \
'
oaosins radiation damase~1nduoed poptio1e
flattenins^ 
/
"	 Fim.17^	 Pd/MsO^^11^	 (0 ^ 3 nm nominal thickness)	 immediatel y^^	 ^	 (
after	 deposition
	
(a);
	
1OU	 hrs	 later	 (b);	 after
.	 ^
additional 20 hrs vacuum annealins followins a 10~
'
min air exp osure	 (c);
	
and after additional 250 A
sec/cm2 electron irradiation	 (d> ^	<
,
^
,
^Fis,18.
	
MsO substrate immediatel y folI p wins e-beam
^
^ "oIeavase"	 (a);	 after	 240 A sec/cm2	 (b)	 and
'
after additional 72U A seo^cm2	 (c^	 electron
'
r	 a d tional--	 -	 '-	 \
irradiation;
	
and after air ex p osure and additio-
nal	 electron irradiation
	
(d).
'
~	 /
^
Fis ^ 19 ^	Condensation Probabilit y
	(P)
	 for Pd/MsO^18 » ^	 and
^	 .^	
.
~	 d^11^^,	 com p ote	 with eooation	 (3) ^^	 ^ 	 ^
Fis ^ 20 ^ Diffraction intensit y distributions for various
mean Particles sizes, com puted with eau ° (Y (A);	 {^
and measured for Pd/MsO (B)^
/	 \
'	 '
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